1. Ensure an employee assessment, like the Living the Brand Assessment, is done twice
a year to measure alignment, engagement, and consistency of delivering the branded
experience.
Complete the assessment in a timely manner and encourage participation.
Start with the ENGAGED Index to find out where you and your company falls
on the ENGAGED Index. (http://engagedbook.com/engagedindex)
2. Share Living the Brand Assessment results with employees and spark meaningful
conversations.
Review strengths, weaknesses, and areas of focus that you and your
employees should be accountable for.
Conversation Starter Tool (see page 3)
3. Gather and integrate feedback from customers.
Seek out input from customers and share it with employees, drawing
connections between the work they do and the experience the customer
receives.
Guide to Conducting Quality Conversations
(http://engagedbook.com/qualityconversations)
4. Implement a program, like the Living the Brand Strategic Recognition Program, for
capturing and sharing successes and best practices.
Submit a captured success at least once a month.
Capturing and Sharing Success Tool (http://engagedbook.com/recognition)
Read notifications of captured successes and share stories in one-on-one
and group meetings. If you did this approximately once a week that would be
around fifty reminders a year.

5. Add the experience to the agenda.
Don't allow a weekly team meeting or shift huddle to start or end without
sharing at least one example of someone Living the Brand. Take sixty
seconds to focus on an area of the branded experience (specific behavior, a
recent success, or a personal goal).
6. Hold Necessary Conversations when employees are not delivering the branded
experience.
If someone is out of alignment with the branded experience your company
wants to deliver, schedule a conversation with him or her that is structured
to address performance issues or off-brand behaviors in an objective way
focused on setting expectations. Is it reasonable that you have the
opportunity to conduct one Necessary Conversation per month? Then let's
add twelve more reminders.
7. Make decisions using the branded experience.
Use your defined mindset (core values/brand) when making decisions.
Communicate how your decision supports the desired company experience
to help increase understanding and buy-in.

